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RCA Indoor HD Antennas offer a sleek modern look with superior functionality in various options to best fit your situation. Whether you're looking for an indoor HD antenna for the living room big screen, or the one for the office we've covered you. All models will raise UHF and VHF frequencies, so buy with
confidence that you'll receive all broadcast signals in your area. ANT1750E RCA Reflected Indoor Flat HDTV Antenna - Multi-Directional ANT1150E RCA Reflected Ultra-Thin HDTV Antenna - Multi-Directional ANT5400E Reflected Indoor HDTV Antenna Multi-Directional ANT12E RCA Indoor FM and
HDTV Antenna ANT1ME Amplified Indoor Flat HDTV Antenna Is Designed with Multi-Directional Built-Inn - Thin Signal Phi Ander HDTV Antenna Multi-Directional ANT4WHE RCA Indoor Flat HDTV Antenna - Multi-Directional ANT650E RCA Skybar Amplied Indoor HDTV Antenna ANT1620F RCA SclVR
XL Indoor Flat HDTV Antenna - Multi-Directional ANT1100E RCA Ultra-Thin HDTV - Multi-DirectionAL ANT1450BE RCA Reflected Indoor Indoor Flat HDV Antenna - Multi-Directional ANT1560E RCA Enhanced Indoor Flat HDTV Antenna - Multi-Directional ANT50000E Amplified Indoor HDTV Antenna
ANT1251E RCA Amplified Indoor HDTV Antenna ANT1400e Indoor RCA Flat HDTV Antenna - Multi-Directional ANT1520E RCA Sally Indoor Flat HDTV Antenna - Multi-Directional ANT550E Amplified Indoor HDTV Antenna ANT310E Indoor Amplified FM &amp; TV Antenna ANT121E RCA Indoor FM
&amp; HDTV Antenna May 15 This is a very good antenna, 2020, you can get a lot of channels that were difficult to get. Photo quality is even better when using antennae. I like antenna a lot, the signal comes very well and the reception is good to invest in a great product and the picture is very clear and
the fact that it has additional antennas attached. Easy to adjust. useful? On May 11, 2020I received my post discount cable, internet and phone bills for $293 and I was done. Enter rca ant5000E antenna. I download the RCA app for best antenna placement. Not to do that, I think it just saves time, and it's
good. The TV scanned digitally and got 4 channels. So it scanned your antenna and found 28 channels! I'm happy. I can watch local news, have a lot of my shows at night, and use sling for premium channels if I want installation screwing into the cord and plugging amplifier to an outlet, quite simple, even
for me! useful? June 14, 2020RCA ANT5000E reflected indoor HDTV antenna with trimodal technology. Excellent in door antennae. It was extremely easy to install, just connect it to the power and it's the TV antenna connection and it's ready to use. Great quality of image, and it found many channels in
my area, it's free TV, I also used rca app to find channels available in my area (Something I would recommend to do before receiving this antenna). This is really a great opportunity to be free TV It's a great combination with those who don't need expensive premium channels, or chipper streaming services
like Netflix, Hulu or others. I installed in my original home because they don't need premium channels, they're no longer only paying for the internet, and are sieving around $100 per month, that's around $1200 per year, with a much smaller investment. To draw conclusions we love it and we recommend
it, easy to use and it really works. useful? The RCA reflected HDTV indoor antenna of May 10, 2020 is a much better indication than other indoor TV antennas with Trimdal technology I've tried in the past. All of which I have returned to the store because they did not take measures to claim there. I live
about 50 miles away from closet HDTV towers and this antenna has a downloadable app that helps you detect the strongest signal strength. The allowed placement of antennae is important in getting the most local free HDTV channels. It says that it has a range of 55 miles. You can mount the antenna or
simply set next to your TV if necessary. This includes 12' Cox Cable. I found the reception was excellent when placing it high-facing up my north window. I was able to get 12 channels clearly and imagine that I could get more channels if I live close to broadcast towers. I also had the best quality picture
when using the dual-stage work built into the amplifier. Manufactured in the United States, supports 1080P, comes with a limited lifetime warranty. The best indoor TV antenna I've tried to date. The photo I included shows the clear photo quality. Everything comes with the need for you to set up. useful?
March 26, 2020We have a room that no cable TV is hooked up to, so I was excited to get the antenna. It was easy to hook the antenna, it probably took 5 minutes to connect. While right now I can get 22 television channels with 17 of them being completely clear and most of them local channels. I'm sure I
move the antenna to more channels I'll receive. useful? April 7, 2020This antenna has made me very happy. My aunt does not have cables in her area. Very simple to hook and it picks up the normal stations he loves and something else that makes him very happy. I'm going to buy some more for my
home for guest room why pay a month for so much basic television. The app really makes it so easy to achieve and keep a great picture. Obviously you'll have issues with bad weather, but so far her picture remains on in the rain. Cable for TV included with 2 screws for mounting. useful? May 9, 2020This
RCA ANT50000E with trimodal technology is strung together with no loose parts to hdtv antenna, and straight forward, , with easy installation. Easy to follow the Quick Start Guide get tips and tricks for installation and placement for the best reception. Set it to a flat surface or wall (Screws and anchors
included). The amplifier with trimodal technology has 3 settings: bypass, premp, and after doing the basic hook up, I ran a TV channel scan in the bypass position; Some channels had bad pixel areas. So, I ran another TV scan in dual position and viewed the clear picture and captured 69 local channels
with no bad pixel areas. RCA reflected indoor HDTV antenna with trimodal technology with its generous cable and cord length and ease of installation, quality picture viewing results give a good boost for watching TV. useful? May 5, 2020This is a very good device. Very simple set up. So the pros are that
it's simple, easy to use, not super expensive, and you can mount it nowhere clear. Not too many cons. It found channels, it was an easy set-up. I probably wont use it a lot because we have Netflix, Hulu, and Disney Plus, but maybe for some time for the news. It will recommend for what it is. Sleek design,
doesn't feel cheap, helpful? May 6, 2020This isn't the best, because it only works on a couple of different channels I see. Even after switching spots and changing settings, it says, like most channels don't pick up. Just basic channels. For those who want an easy to use, lightweight, and small amplified
antenna, then give it a try! useful? April 4, 2020's RCA reflected the indoor HDTV antenna with trimodal technology, saying it cut the cord — no monthly fees, no subscriptions and no contracts. With Dual Boost technology I should get more HD channels with the best picture and sound possible. I didn't
see or hear much of any of that. I really think of how the directive says but cut in and no matter what part of my place I kept it. It can be placed on the wall which it comes with screws. Not too big and doesn't take up much space which is good. I just didn't and still haven't been able to get a good long
enough picture on my screen. useful? Screen. useful?
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